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Abstract
With combination of Tangible User Interface (TUI) and Augmented Reality
(AR), Tangible Augmented Reality (TAR) enables users to manipulate digital objects
physically. Sandbox-style TAR dispenses with use of wearable devices and creates
natural learning environments. Learners manipulate intuitively and get real-time feedback.
When they learn abstract concepts such as spatial problems, learners’ cognitive load is
relieved. Many current studies suggest sandbox-style TAR’s effects on geoscience
learning. Learners make sense of spatial problems more easily with the visual
combination of 2D maps and 3D models. Few studies shed light on effects of
manipulation, though. The study differentiates the manipulation of sandbox-style TAR
from the view of learners’ control and explores the relation between control level and
scientific process skills. Quasi-experiment is designed based on the research purpose.
To understand subjects’ abilities of tackling spatial problems and reading
topographic maps, the study uses Spatial Ability Test (SAT) and Topographic Map
Assessment (TMA) for pretest before experiment. Subjects are assigned to 4 groups at
random to undergo one of the 4 types of experimental treatment in the study. The
materials are designed considering levels of learners’ control and used to train subjects to
read topographic maps. During experiment, subjects’ behaviors are recorded by
experimenters and cameras. Interviews are also carried out to clarify observation notes.
Subjects take another TMA after experiment for posttest. The study analyzes subjects’
changes of performance based on both quantitative and qualitative data. Also, the study
surveys subjects’ experience of using sandbox-style TAR with Questionnaire of User
Experience.
The study recruits 60 tenth-graders, 43 males and 17 females. In terms of
quantitative data, there’s no significant difference between performances of 4 groups of
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the subjects on TMA in pretest as well as posttest. Posttest is significantly lower than
pretest. However, qualitative data show subjects’ good experience with high motivation
and interest in sandbox-style TAR. Different scientific process skills develop in learning
tasks. The changes of the subjects’ scores on TMA may be caused by their inherent
misconceptions about topographic maps. On the basis of the research results, suggestion
is made for geography teachers. Sandbox-style TAR creates fine learning environments
to attract learners. Learners use different scientific process skills, which means they make
mental efforts when completing learning tasks. Misconceptions may exist, though. Thus,
geography teachers play the part of identifying learners’ misconceptions and reminding
them of the key concepts behind learning tasks.
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